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RULEMAKINGS AND.
Dear Chairman Jaczko, .ADJUDICATIONS STAFF

The Association of State and Territorial Solid Waste Management Officials (ASTSWMO).is an organiiation
representing the managers of solid' waste, hazardous wast,: remediation, and underground 'torage tank
programs of the states and territories. The ASTSWMO Radiation Focus Group is tasked with identifying
national levelradiation issues of concern and promoting partnerships between states and federal agencies to
address these issues.

On behalf of ASTSWMO's Board of Directors and the Radiation Focus Group, I am writing to formally
express our concern about the fate of self-luminescent tritium-containing exit signs, andto formally petition for
revisions to your regulations. After an evaluation of the case history (see enclosure), ASTSWMO has found
that the majority of unaccounted for tritium exit signs are disposed in solid waste landfills where they become
potential sources of groundwater and surface water contamination. A minority of tritium. exit signs are
returned to the manufacturer for recycling, or disposed of as low-level radioactive waste (LLRW). As solid
waste management officials, we request that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revise
regulations and/or guidance to improve the labeling and accountability oftritium exit signs. Ideally, we would
desire that tritium exit sign technology be immediately replaced by alternative technologies.

From the standpoint of the existing market, specific changes to new tritium exit signs will improve recognition
and thus accountability. Most importantly, the labeling should be in several locations on the sign, with larger
font, and an expiration date should be distinctly legible to a fire or building inspector without taking the sign
down. Furthermore, manufaeturers do not always demonstrate accountability in dispensing exit signs to the
proper recipients, and recipients are not informed ofproper ownershipland regulatory requirements provided in
NUREG-1556, Vol. 16, AppendixL, ,and;10 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 31.5. Online vendors donot
always highlight that tritium is radioactive and that it, has special "general licensing" requiremenths The

radiation trefoil should be displayed on the front and back of advertisements. Given the recent Walmait
experience with these signs, clearly general licensing is successful only when the user understands.these
devises are radioactive and subject to controls. In light of the current general lack of controls, specificlicensee
manufacturers should be responsible for informing customers ofthe proper disposal ofexpired and used tritium
exit signs. Again, from the standpoint of solid waste management officials, the NRC should exercise their full
regulatory authority to prevent the disposal of tritium exit signs in landfills.

Though not in NRC's purview, advances in photo-luminescent technology over, the past decde. have
demonstrated effective alternate technology for places without electricity. Efficient Light Emitting Diodes
(LEDs) with backup batteries are being used where electricity is available. These technologies together replace
the need for tritium self-luminescent exit signs. Also, we recommend a national collection effort with distinct
milestones and goals should be done to consolidate all expired and disused tritium exit signs. Solid waste
management officials simply want to stop tritium exit sign disposal in landfills.
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The ASTSWMO Radiation Focus Group has been working with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
since 2002 to improve public information about existing tritium exit signs. We also welcome the opportunity to
work with NRC and other stakeholders, and provide input from State solid waste management officials
concerning tritium-containing exit signs and how to keep them out of solid waste landfills. We further request
that NRC organize a meeting with ASTSWMO and'all interested stakeholders to set a new path forward on this
important issue.

We would like to thank you for your attention to this matter. If you would like to discuss this issue further,
please contact Dale Rector, TN, ASTSWMO Radiation Focus Group Chair, at (865) 481-0995 or
Dale.Rector@tn.gov.

Sincerely,

Gary Baughman, CO
ASTSWMO President

Enclosure

CC: ASTSWMO Radiation Focus Group
Helen Burnet, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Christian Einberg, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
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Tritium Basics

Tritium (H-3 or T) is a radioactive form (or isotope) of hydrogen (H) that emits a low
energy beta particle and decays with an approximate 12-year half-life. Tritium .is often
used in the gaseous form, but once released to the environment it readily oxidizes to form
tritiated water (T2Q or TOH). Separating or removing tritiatcd water from normal water
(stableH- l) is very difficult and impractical. Tritium is found at background levels in the
environment from natural cosmic ray atmospheric production, past above-ground nuclear
weapons testing, and, globally, is a routine nuclear power plant airborne emission. In
recent years, there have also been reports' of systems having leaked at research and
nuclear power reactors causing local groundwater contamination. Normal environmental
background tritium levels, as tritiated water, are. approximately 50 to 150 picocuries per
liter (pCi/L) in surface and near surface ground waters.4

Tritium Uses

There are many uses of tritium and tritium label compounds. The federal government is
the largest user of elemental tritium in the United. States for use in fission-fusion
weapons. Because it is a radioactive hydrogen isotope, tritium is often used in
biomedical research to tag and trace materials in vivo thru research animals, or in vitro
using biochemistry methods. For example, certain molecules can be tagged with tritium
and the fate determined by liquid scintillation counting or autoradiography. Similarly,
tritium is used to trace ground water movement. There are also many applications of
tritium self-luminous devices, where tritium gas fills a tube coated with a material (e.g.,
ZnS) that will emit light when struck by tritium's low energy beta particles. The glass
tube prevents any radiation from escaping the device. Examples of these devices include
exit signs, wristwatches, and compasses.

Regulatory Control of Tritium Exit Signs

The U.S. NRC allows the manufacturing of exempt and. generally licensed (GL) devices
that contain tritium 7. An overview of GL uses and guidance documents are~provided by
the NRC at the following:

* General License Uses
http://www.nrc. 1ovlmaterlalsfmiau/gencral-use~html .

* NUREG-1556, Vol..16. December 2000.. ...

o Appendix K - Guidance for 10 CFR 31.5 General Licensees (Q&As).
llttn://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collection./nureps/stafl/sr I 556/v I 6W!4848

o Appendix L: Guidance on Self-Luminous Exits (Q&As)
hitp://wwx-'.nrc.&gov/rcadiný,-rm/doc-€6licctions/ntircý/staff/sr1 556/v I6/# 1 56

4 hup:f'www. nrc. •v/re~kc trs/uIL'auing/ops-cxpcr icne! .ndwtr-contam..irji iui.htrli

rp:/iwiww.i.a. ov/rpdwcb0O/radlionuclidcs/tritiuin.himl'mIuse
:ivwwo. nrc.aov/about-nrciradiationirclatcd-info•!faqphiml

IC cFR 31; ;0I! (FR 32



A tritium exit sign is distributed as a GL device and may contain up to 25 curies (or
25,000,000,000,000 pCi) of tritium sealed in all the small glass tubes. The*manufacturers
of generally licensed self-luminousttritium exit signs are specifically licensed and must
meetithe safety criteria:in 10.CFR 32 and in the table. of dose limits in 10 CFR 32.24. A
general licensee who receives a. self-luminous tritium' exit sign, must- appoint a.
"responsible individual" who-is knowledgeable with the regulations and requirements for
reporting events, transfer, anddisposal of the device.8

In December 2006, the NRC mailed a RegulatoryyInfornation Summary (RIS) to general.
licensees to remind the regulated community 6ftheir responsibilities. A copy of-the RIS
is available at: - http'/iwwwinrc gov/e dnig-n n/doc-c Rlectionsgenv6 rnmres,.
issues/2006/ri200625.pdf

Impact on the Envir.o.nm -ent

Tritium is not an external _hazard, but it may, cause a radiation dose to; htmans when
ingested or absorbed through the skin.' Based on aa'4millirem- per year (mrem/yr) dose

" limit, U.S. EPA has set. a tritium maxirmurm contaminant level (MCL)' of 20,000 pCi/L for
community-drinking water supplies.9 Ho•Vever,,California has established a lower Public
Health Goal for tritium at 400 pCi/L°.W TheNRC has set unrestricted area -effluent
concenirations for tritium from licensed facilities at, lx. i107 microcuries per milliliter
(pLCi/ml) -in air and I x 10", pCi/ml (or 6,000-.pCi/L) in water." If inhaled or ingested
continuously over the course of a year, these concentrations would -produce a dose of 50
mrem. There-are no standards for-tritium in landfill leachate; howeVie, conceris reliteto
downstream sources of drinking water.

It is apparent that tritium exit signs are entering landfills, via municipal or residual wastestreams. When new, tritium exit-, signs 'may contain up to 25.ctri•s,.(or

25,000,000,000,000 pCi) of tritium, The 2004 Pennsylvania studies indicate that over
90% of landfills had tritium above, the -.1'50 pCi/L 'normal backgrouid leVel, -with-: over
50% above..EPA's MCL fordi:dnking wateri Pennsylvania,, studies also Ishow leacha te
tritium levels.in 2004 and 2005 anged &om hundre ds of-pCi/ up to 200,000 pCi/L. A
single tritium exit sign has the potential to cause the tritium levels observed.

Pennsylvania has also assessed potential tritium exposure to onsite workers .and the
offsite public based on, a 'review of many factors, including review of authorized
discharges of treated leachate from treatment facilities, _locations of public Water supply
intakes, aild the'uses of treated 'leachate or landfillgas:' :Although'the Commonwealth
concluded that there are'no current threats to the public's health or safety associated with
those discharges or practices, they aire taking a pproactive itrategy to include continued
monitoring and assessment of tritium in landfill leachate in order to provide continued

110 CFR 31.5(c) 1.21
'-40 CFR 141416
10 http://wwtv.oehha.cagoy/watterlphjpdf/PHGlntriumQ303O6.pdf
"1_0 CFR20,1301; 10 CFR20A32; IO.CFR20 AgpendixHB



protection of public health and ýsafety and our natural resources. Implementation of this
tritium strategy involves. a collective effort of interdisciplinary resources within the
Pennsylvania- Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), primarily within Bureau of
Radiation Protection (BRP), the Bureaus of Waste, Management, .Water Quality and.Air
Quality, and landfill operators.

Presently, landfill operators in Pennsylvania are sampling landfill leachate on a quarterly
,basis and submitting these samples to the DEP Bureau iof Laboratories for tritium
analysis. Results are being compared to a site-specific action level, based on dilution
factors, set at a point where discharged, treated leachate might cause a down-stream
water supply to exceed 10% of the tritium MCL. This has continued for nearly two years
to trend tritium levels -at each landfill..!Follow-up quarterly -sampling in 2007i 2008 and
2009 .has noted levels as high as: 350,000. pCi/L. At the conclusion of the two year study,
;Pennsylvania DEP will determine whatilong-term landfill leachate tritium sampling will
be required.

Protection of the Public

The NRC does. not require the registratibn:of tritium exit signs. Many States require
registration of tritium exit signs; .however, most do not. In addition,. some- States
routinely document'lost or stolen tritium exit- signs 'and report these -events. to NRC
through the NRC's Nuclear Material' Events Database (NMED) reporting system. -r

-In -the summer of 2006, Pennsylvania, using the NRC's.mailing list, sent a notification to
approximately 4,000- tritium sexit sign 'general license (GL) holders :who possess
approximately 60,000.-:signs in the Commonwealth. Approximately 20%:,of the
notifications were returned as "undeliverable," while many respondents did not know that
they had a tritium exit sign(s) and many signs had exceeded-their expirations datds.

Pdnnsylvania's Senate Energy -and Environment Resources Committee also :convened a
hearing in June of'2006 to review the extent and implications of tritium in landfill
leachate. The Committee discussed concerns related to high tritium levels having the
potential to contamrn•iate local ground' water above the EPA's MCL 'of 2`0`000 1Ci/L
should landfill liners fail. Treated leachate at highconcenirations (e.g., ov•erIE6 pCi/L)
could have the potential to render a down-stream drinking water supply "Vulnerable' to
tritium, an EPA regulated radionuclide. In ihat tr-itium is not removed from -leachate
during treatment, only a site-specific assessment of dilution or direct tritium monitoring
can determine where the f'misheddking water concentration is in relation to- the EPA s
MCL of 20,000! pCi/L. The' one Pennsylvania landfill with a measured -leachate
concentration as high as 350,000 pCi/L is treating the leachate onsite, -has. used the
tritiated water for dust- suppression; and is also permitted to. discharge to a local stream.
Such worker and public, exposure pathways should be assessed.-

In response to its notification results and to address the issue of tritium in landfill
leachate, Pennsylvania DEP has requested NRC to amend its regulations to. improve
labeling and control of tritium exit signs. As noted above, NRC issued a regulatory



information summary (RIS 2006-25) in 2006 reiterating their requirements in 10 CFR 31
and 10 CFR 32 related to distribution, disposal, and appointment of a responsible
individual. The NRC has also issued a request for information (RIF) from those
organizations with over 500 tritium exit signs."2

As noted above, only a few States have documented landfill leachate with similar tritium
concentrations. From 2005 to 2007, in a related aspect to tritium in landfill leachate, the
NRC and the nuclear powerv industry expended thousands of manhours and millions of
dollars evaluating similar tritiumn concentrations in groundwater around nuclear power
plants.

In 2007, the Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD) expressed
their growing concern with, the ;ineffectiye regulatory control, inadequate labeling ,-and
improper disposal of-tritium exit. signs. Through.discussion at their annual, meeting and
via an official Resolution, the CRCPD members, commended the EPA for their efforts to
mitigate the improper disposal of tritium exit signs'and the NRCfor issuing RIS 2006-25.
However, CRCPD recommended that NRC and all States begin a national effort to
actively alert general licensees with tritium exit signs of their regulatory obligations oir
control and disposal and to'check expiration dates. Similarly, according to the CRCPD
Resolution, States and NRC should continue to actively alert solid waste facilities, and
the fire safety and building construction industries, as to the concerns related to tritium
exit signs.1

3

While there is a growing concern in States over the regulation and disposal of tritium exit
signs, several groups have developed guidance and training on how to safely handle and
dispose of tritium exit signs. and how to respond to tritium releases. These include:

e Kansas Department of Health and Environment - Gas Tritium Light Sources
Provides guidancefor the recovery of and response to damaged and/or broken tritiumnexit
signs. This resource may be used as a guide for other States 'in responding to tritium
releases. htto:/Lwww,.kdhcks.cov/radiation/j•adnews/9804.thrni#Rtls

e Product Stewardshiop nstitute (PSI,- Tritum :ExiSlgn Stewardship
In collaboration with EPA and other stakeholders, PSI has produced, informationhal
products pertaining torthe proper handling and disposal of exit signs, including details 'on

-how and where to dispose of and recycle'exit signs.
http://www.productstewardshin.us/displayconmmon.cfie?an=! &subairiicienbr= 1.91

U.S. EPA - Responsible Management of Tritium EXIT Signs,
The U.S. EPA has developed an online and CD based training, program to educate
tritium exit sign users regarding proper handling and disposal. EPA's training
program provides information on a number of topics, including an introduction to
tritium and tritium exit signs,an overview of potential risks and health affects, and
resources for proper regulation, handling and disposal of exit signs.
http://www.trainex.or-dweb course/trt i um/index.htm

12 http://ivwwvnrc.oovireadinp-rmidoc-collection.Onew.s2009/09-. i .htrl
13 litttp:/lwww~crcnd.ors(t/;sitiions resolutions/Wastw Mgmt/waste 20071114.himl



Nonetheless, given the major public life safety risk of unrecognized expired tritium exit
signs/reduced luminosity and the widespread environmental contamination that
uncontrolled disposal has created, clearly the NRC must amend its regulations to address
this situation.14 If this is done by NRC, Agreement States will need to amend their
regulations in order to retain compatibility.

Problems with Tritium Exit Signs

The one major problem with tritium exit signs is regulatory control. The NRC's
regulations require labeling of these devices, but the size of such labels is inadequate •and
an owner may not realize that it is subject to control by the NRC or an Agreement State.
While the NRC did issue RIS 2006-25, submitted a Request for Information (RFI) to all
users who have greater than 500 tritium exit signs, and created a fact sheet that highlights
regulatory- control, these actions were prompted primarily by State concerns and
thousands of unaccounted-for exit signs. 15,16.17

One challenge States have observed is the numerous amount of tritium exit signs that
have exceeded their manufacturer-stated expiration date. A tritium exit sign has a finite
useful life due to the decay of tritium. Thus, the exit sign will decrease in luminosity and
eventually fail to meet national fire safety criteria. The Product Stewardship Institute has
identified disposal and recycle options for tritium exit signs; however, this continues to
be a safety issue that will require continuous monitoring by local and State fire safety
officials.'

8

As highlighted by Pennsylvania's outreach to general licensees in 2006, another
challenge States are encountering is the tracking of exit signs. There are an estimated 2
to 3 million tritium exit signs in the United States. The general licensee who is in
possession of a tritium exit sign may only transfer it back to the manufacturer or send. it
to a licensed entity for licensed disposal as low-level radioactive waste (LLRW).

From numerous reports of lost or stolen tritium exit signs by Agreement States and NRC,
one can conclude that tritium exit signs are being disposed of in the normal solid waste
stream.19 This is supported by the States that sample landfill leachate and find levels of
tritium well above natural background. In addition to the 2004 and 2005 Pennsylvania
studies, ongoing quarterly sampling and analysis of landfill leachate has yielded several
landfills with concentrations in the -100,000 to 350,000 pCi/L range. As noted above,
other surveys in the States of California, New York, and New Jersey have found similar
levels.

'4 http://www,.ncma.org/st.ds/LS D 13 .cfm#download
h hpLNýwww.nrcgov/reading-rmidoc-collectionsinews/2009/09-O 11 .htmI

16 http://www.nrcgoz•v/reading-rm!doc-colcctions/gcn-comm/reg-isucýs/2-O6/ri2OO625.pdf
17 httn:/iwww.nrc.gov/rcading-rm/doc-collections/fact.sheets/fs-tritium.htmI
18 htto:// %ww w -.vrodu ct-.tewardship u.u-`/a-s-.o iations ý/6596/fies•lipdated 'iritium ExitSii--ID ispj• aD oc4-2 4-

06.doc
19 http://www.nrc.eo%/reading-rm/idoc-colletions/cmmission/sccvs/ý2O9/secv2Oo9-0052/209-
0052scv.himl



Recommendations

The ASTSWMO Radiation Focus Group believes that the NRC should formally evaluate
the submitted safety assessments for GL tritium exit signs with respect to disposal
scenarios in solid waste transfer facilities, landfills and incinerators. The scope of an
inappropriate disposal may range from a single sign to tens of signs, thus potential
exposures need to be bounded. These safety assessments for GL tritium exit-signs should
fully assess tritium exposure scenariostvia airborne and ingestion'pathways.

The Focus Group recommends that- NRC evaluate their' regulations pertaining to
generally licensed tritium exit signs, in particular, with respect to the size of labels
alerting a user the exit sign contains radioactive tritium, the replacement date, and their
proper transfer or disposal obligations. The Focus Group also recommends that NRC
evaluate the need for a national and/or individual State-level tracking or registration
program for tritium exit signs.
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